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his is the tale of a hunt in the
mountains of South Africa for
a Cape buffalo that required
every ounce of energy, convic
tion and willpower I could muster just to
keep up with my Afrikaner professional
hunter. TI1is is a tale of sweat, torched
calories, twisted ankles, racing hearts
and more than a few expressed expletives.
But before I get into "all that" let me
say it is "all that" because it is the tale of
a hunt for Cape buffalo with a handgun.
That's right, I pursued what many experi
enced African hunters call "Black Death"
with no more than a revolver in hand. It
was a big revolver, to be sure, but some
would say it was "merely a handgun:'
My outfitter thought I might've been a
bit touched.
I wasn't. But in fact I could've touched
the bull before I shot. ... Well, almost.
The Task at Hand

The Cape buffalo is a most distinguished
member of Africa's "Big Five:· In this
case "big" does not refer only to the
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size of the game but also to the capa rather l�g!.:ev�� as to be deployed.
bility of each member of the group to TI1ird, and �st importantly in pursuit of
inflict pain on a hunter. "Black Death;' • any dangerous game, we would attempt
as the buffalo has been nicknamed, is the �get as close as�p,ossibl�to our quarry
most ubiquitous member of the exclu before taking a shot.
After, our range session, �e drove
sive group and, as the most accessible
member in terms of population disper . a long wriy up into the mountains.on a
sion and cost to pursue, the member bumpy, hea�ly rutted dirt track to a vari
on which most hunters of Africa begin ety of water sources at various altitudes
their quest for dangerous game. It is iil search of fresh buffalo sig�t�� a
the subject of much lore around camp physically demanding dapharbinger.of
�·
fires. Its reputation as a tenacious and things to come,1That_afternoon my PH,
vindictive adversary is well earned Pieter Jordaan (Tallie's son), decideda�
fresh start in the morning was warranted,
and documented.
I realized all that as I checked zero so we took the remainder of usable day
in camp on day one. As I pulled my rig light to hunt nyala, which I am pleased
from its case, I had to admit to myself to report was successful.
That said, buffalo was still pending.
that I was actually in Africa, and actu
ally about to tackle this illustrious bovine
Choosing the correct tools for hunt
with a revolver. Tallie Jordaan, my out ing Cape buffalo with a handgun is
fitter, expressed some concerns, but I critical, not unlike the choices a rifle
hunter must make. Since this would be
figured to allay them.
First, I could have told him my shoot a revolver hunt at bad-breath distances,
ing on the range would dispel some of I chose a platform and caliber that was
his concerns; nonetheless, I proved the ideal for a potent first shot and fast fol
point. Secondly, in terms of handguns, a low-ups should they be needed (or not).
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The author took the first shot with his
revolver at 15 yards. Nestled between
dangerous-game cartridges chambered
for rifles, the .500 JRH, third from right,
looks like a jockey in an NBA lineup.

southernmost end in my direction. I
hastily stood and rested the revolver
on a branch to my immediate front and
carefully brought the hammer back to
full-cock. The bull turned sideways,
giving me a broadside shot, prompting
Pieter to excitedly whisper, "Shoot him!"
The problem was the bull was backlit
by the sun-I couldn't make out one iota
of detail besides noting which end was
the front and which end was the rear.
Abruptly the bull whipped around and
looked right at me! Apparently the wind
had shifted as now the bull was fully aware
of my presence and, damn, was he close.
Pieter urged, "Shoot him in the chest:'
I put that dot on his chest and squeezed,
the recoil all but unnoticeable as the .500
shattered the eerie silence. At the shot the
bull reared up as if hit by a freight train,
clearly feeling the effects of the 420-grain
pill. Pieter screamed, "Good shot-shoot
him again!" I momentarily lost sight of the
bull but then he broke to my left, cleared
some brush and so I hit him again, slow
ing him by a half step. Then he was behind
a bush, obstructing my field of fire ...
and when he cleared it I sent shot No. 3
downrange, the bull hunching up in pro
test as the shot connected. Again he was
obstructed by a bush, but when he cleared
I shot again and he crashed to terra firma.
At that point, I paid the insurance, putting
another in his spine as he laid prostrate
in a clearing. Holy smoke we were close
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to him. We were danger close, not poten
tially danger close.
We had closed to within 15 yards of
him before I fired the first shot. You read
that right: 15 paced-off yards. We got
lucky, but I like to think skill played at
least a minor role in this story-well, skill
and a BFR and a very big, effective bullet.
These animals are programmed to
run at the slightest notion of danger,
and are very hard to stalk closely. This
is the price to be paid when your chosen
firearm is distance-challenged. Quite
frankly, I wouldn't have it any other way.
We earned this buffalo fair and square.
We were close enough that any mistake
could have exacted a colossal toll on
everyone involved. While the likelihood
of experiencing a Cape buffalo charge
is remote, it does happen fairly regu
larly. Keep in mind the very day I took
this buffalo, South African PH Claude
Kleynhans was killed by an unwounded
buffalo while on safari with a client. The
only point I am trying to make is that at
15 yards a charge would be very bad
not that I can come up with a scenario
where a charge would be good, but you
get the gist. dlJ
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